
FROM EUROPE TO BRUSSELS:

On April 10th, the European Parliament will vote on the 
New Pact on Migration and Asylum. This will have 
catastrophic consequences for the lives of people on the 
move across and beyond Europe, institutionalizing the 
most brutal and repressive practices. 

Say NO to the Pact on 
Migration and Asylum!

Demonstration in Brussels on 10th of April 2024

Place du Luxembourg�

For Resistance and  Solidarity, 
against Europe’s inhumane 
migration and refugee policies! 

First co-signatories:

Plataforma del 
País Valencià 

pels Drets 
Humans



We are calling for a mobilization in Brussels at Place 
Luxembourg, in front of the European Parliament on 10th 
of April at 3 pm as Members of the European Parliament 
will vote on the same day for the Migration Pact. 

We will not be silent nor will we join celebrations for the 
systematic dismantling of human rights in Europe. We will 
be there together with affected communities, civil society 
organizations, collectives and international human rights 
groups raising our voices to confront EU leaders and 
politicians who are supporting this shameful agreement 
incompatible with fundamental rights.

We stand firm in our belief in the inherent dignity and 
worth of every human being, irrespective of race, colour, 
gender, sexual orientation, religious orientation, 
nationality, political opinion,  standing in solidarity to those 
impacted by these unjust and cruel policies. 

Across borders, we stand united with people on the move, 
migrants and asylum seekers, we will keep fighting for 
justice and dignity. Our shared humanity transcends 
geographical boundaries, we will resist and keep fighting 
for a future where justice and solidarity prevail.

WHY MOBILISING?
The New pact creates a system whereby the right to seek 
asylum in the EU is severely threatened and will engender 
a proliferation of human rights violations against people 
across Europe due to their migration status. Taken toge-
ther, these new legislations will usher in a new system for 
‘managing migration’ in the EU that is characterised by:

1. De facto detention at borders with no exemption for 
families with children of all ages, accelerated, substan-
dard procedures to assess asylum claims rather than full 
and fair assessments, and an emphasis on return proce-
dures with lowered safeguards.

2. Far more asylum applicants will end up in border proce-
dures and, through the ‘legal fiction of non-entry’, will 
not be considered as on EU territory, which would lead 
to lower safeguards and heightens the risk of human 
rights violations and pushbacks at borders. Even unac-
companied children can be held in border procedures 
when state authorities consider them a ‘danger to 
national security or public order’. Moreover, experience 
has shown that containing large numbers of people in 
border areas for prolonged periods leads to the chronic 
overcrowding and inhumane conditions, as witnessed 
on the Aegean islands.

3. Through the broadening of the ‘safe third country’ prin-
ciple, people asking for asylum will be declared inadmis-
sible and increasingly deported to countries outside of 
the EU on the basis of a widely-defined connection with 
those countries, heightening the risk of refoulement.  In 
the past, this has manifested in failed agreements like 
the EU-Turkey deal, externalising the processing of 
asylum claims to third countries.


